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Abstract
Thought Extreme Learning Machine-Radial Basis Function (ELM-RBF) can be used easily and can complete learning phase at very fast speed and provide more compact network than classical Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), it still has some room to improvement. Micro-Genetic Algorithms (uGA) improved calculated speed while inherits the Genetic Algorithms advantage of good for optimization and overall search. Considered on these, the paper designed a optimization strategy for ELM-RBF neural network based on uGA. In particular, based on classical RBF-ELM, we use real-uGA algorithm to optimize ELM-RBF hidden layer neurons center and biases value. Experiments results show that ELM-RBF-uGA has better recognition and prediction performance than classical ELM-RBF.
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1. Introduction
People often build mathematical function to describe the task they facing, only after that, they can seek help from mathematic theory to solve problem. Now, in these fast-moving times, our task becoming more and more complex and need higher dimension, this situation making traditional polynomial algebra unable meet people’s needs in practice.

Radial Basis Function (RBF) of its simple structure, high reliability and ease of project implementation, etc. has been widely researched. Broomhead [1] is the first researcher who applied RBF into neural network, and proposed a three levels structure of RBF neural network. Based on organism theory, Moody proposed a network with the characteristics of the local response [2], and in the essence, his network is same as Broomhead’s network. After that, many approaches to improving the RBF network have been tried by researchers. In a word, given enough hidden layer neurons number, RBFNN can approximate to any continuous function.

Huang G.B [3~12] proposed an new learning algorithm named Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) for its ability of learn extremely fast, and has been a hot research area recently [13~17]. Based on excellent work of himself, he adopted RBF as ELM hidden nodes’ activation functions, proposed ELM-RBF algorithm. This algorithm randomly set centers and widths value of ELM hidden layer neurons firstly; then, it calculates the linked weights between hidden layer neurons and output layer neurons. All this make ELM-RBF not only has RBF’s advantage of not suffering from local minima, but also has ELM’s fast learning speed. Further, to improve the generalization ability of network, literature [18~23] analyzed Differential Evolution algorithm (DE) and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO), utilized them to optimize bias between hidden layer neurons and output layer neurons, and have better robustness.
Liu [24] proposed a new algorithm named as real-uGA, this algorithm is added a restart strategy based on traditional micro-genetic algorithm [25–28]. When premature happens, this restart strategy will produce a filial generation which has same size of current population, includes the best individual of current population, and randomly create rest individuals in search space. So, during the calculation process, whole real-uGA algorithm can be divided into several parallel sub-program, and every sub-program has its own local optima. When iteration increases, these sub-programs local optimas will approach the global optima, then, we will find the best answer.

Thought many algorithms have been proposed to improve the performance of RBF-ELM, for example, PSO-RBF-ELM, it is still exist room to improve this classical algorithm. So after studying a lot of literatures, based on their achievements, this paper intend to adopt real-uGA to improve the generalization ability of RBF-ELM network, hope this new algorithm has merits of all three classical algorithm.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduced related theories. Section 3 impressed our algorithm, including workflow. And section 4 presents the experiment results of proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related Theories

In literatures [3–5, 9, and 11], Professor Huang described his classical ELM-RBF network output as following formula (1):

$$\hat{y} = f(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \phi_k(x)$$

(1)

$$w_k = [w_{k,1}, w_{k,2}, \ldots, w_{k,m}]$$ is the linked weight between the $k$th neuron in hidden layer and the $m$th neuron in output layer. $\phi_k(x)$ is hidden-layer the $k$th neuron activation function which adopted RBF algorithm, and its specific form is shown as formula (2):

$$\phi_k(x) = \phi(x, c_k, \sigma_k)$$

(2)

$$\phi(x, c_k, \sigma_k) = \exp\left(-\frac{x-c_k}{\sigma_k^2}\right)$$

Here, $k = 1, 2, \ldots, K$, it represent the $k$th neuron of the hidden layer. $x$ is input vector which has $n$ dimensions. $c_k$ is the $k$th neuron center of hidden layer. $\sigma_k$ is the width of RBF.

Considered from formula (2), distance between input $x$ and center $c_k$ is represented by norm $\|x - c_k\|$, that is $\|x - c_k\|$ is the Euclid Norm between input $x$ and center $c_k$. When $x = c_k$, $\phi_k(x)$ has unique maximum. When $\|x - c_k\|$ increases, $\phi_k(x)$ dies out to zero. In whole input space, only data which close to center $c_k$ can plays a part in whole algorithm, and that is why RBF-ELM has good receptivity to local data.

Existing $N$ randomly training samples $(x_i, y_i)$

$$x_i = [x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \ldots, x_{i,m}]^T \in R^m$$

$$y_i = [y_{i,1}, y_{i,2}, \ldots, y_{i,m}]^T \in R^n$$

The target of whole network is ELM-RBF network can approximate to these training samples with least error, when it has $K$ hidden layer neurons, this task can be represented as following:

$$\min \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \|y_i - \hat{y}_i\| \right)$$

(3)

Transform it into formula (4):
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{K} \left\| y_i - \hat{y}_i \right\| = 0
\]  
(4)

Put it into formula (1), obtain formula (5)
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{K} w_i \exp \left( -\frac{\| x - c_i \|}{\sigma_i^2} \right) = y_i
\]  
i = 1, 2, ..., N
(5)

Abbreviate formula(5), get formula(6)
\[
HW = Y
\]
(6)

\[
H = \begin{bmatrix}
\phi(c_1, \sigma_1, x_1) & \cdots & \phi(c_1, \sigma_K, x_1) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\phi(c_1, \sigma_1, x_N) & \cdots & \phi(c_1, \sigma_K, x_N)
\end{bmatrix}_{N \times K}
\]
\[
W = \begin{bmatrix}
w_1^T \\
\vdots \\
w_K^T
\end{bmatrix}_{K \times m}
\]
\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
y_1^T \\
\vdots \\
y_N^T
\end{bmatrix}_{N \times m}
\]

H is output matrix of network hidden layer. When input vector is \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N \), the \( k \)th column in H is the output vector of the \( k \)th hidden layer neuron, and the \( i \)th row in H is the output vector of the \( x_i \).

After simple derivation, to calculate \( W \), we can get formula(7) as following:
\[
W = H^+ Y
\]

\( H^+ \) is Moore-Penrose generalized inverse matrix of network hidden layer output matrix.

According to the proposed principle, ELM-RBF algorithm works flow is shown as following:

| Input: | [1]. \((x_i, y_i)\) training sample set, and \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^m, y_i \in \mathbb{R}^p, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \) |
| Output: | [1]. ELM-RBF |
| Flow: | Step 1. Randomly set center value \( c_i \) and width value \( \sigma_i \) of ELM-RBF hidden layer neurons, \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, K \); |
|       | Step 2. Calculate network hidden layer output matrix H; |
|       | Step 3. Calculate linked weight matrix W between hidden layer and output layer \( W = H^+ \), configure network, and use ELM-RBF to do recognition task we faced. |

3. The Proposed Method (ELM-RBF-uGA)

The merit of ELM-RBF algorithm is extremely fast learning speed, and some generalization ability, but for its hidden layer neurons center value and width value is set randomly, obviously, they are not optimal[4–11]. In engineering, to improve generalization ability, we must add more hidden layer neurons, that leads to network’s structure becomes more complex and computation is raised too. So, the problem becomes how to reduce hidden layer neuron numbers and simplify network structure when network performance can meet the request of our task. Then, optimization algorithms are introduced into ELM-RBF by researchers.
The starting point of our design is how to improve ELM-RBF generalization ability after its hidden layer neuron number is set, more broadly, its computational cost should not be increased obviously. Here, this paper presents a mixed algorithm which combines uGA algorithm and ELM-RBF algorithm, and we named it ELM-RBF-uGA. This algorithm adopts uGA algorithm to optimize ELM-RBF hidden layer neurons’ center and width, improve the whole performance of ELM-RBF, its workflow is shown as following:

Input: [1]. \( (x_i, y_i) \) is training sample set;
\[
\begin{align*}
{x_i} &= [x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{in}]^T \in \mathbb{R}^n \\
{y_i} &= [y_{i1}, y_{i2}, \ldots, y_{im}]^T \in \mathbb{R}^m
\end{align*}
\]
[2]. \( \text{val}(i, j) \) : the fitness of the ith generation and the jth population;
[3]. \( \Delta \text{val}(i+1, j) \) : the difference between same (jth) population’s adjacent (ith) two generations’ fitness.
\[\Delta \text{val}(i+1, j) = \text{val}(i+1, j) - \text{val}(i, j)\]
[4]. \( \text{flag}_j \) : the rth reboot, the jth population’s current optimal counter;
[5]. \( p_{opt} \) : optimal population;
[6].K: hidden layer neuron number;
[7].m: reboot times;
[8].Rmax: max reboot time;
[9].Ts1: reboot threshold, in rth reboot process, only populations whose \( \Delta \text{val}(i+1, j) \leq Ts1 \) or \( \text{flag}_j \geq 1 \) will be reserved in reboot step;
[11].Trj: the time of one population has been reserved;
[10].Ts2: if exist a \( \text{flag}_j \geq Ts2 \), algorithm over;

Output: Optimal ELM-RBF network.

Workflow:
Step 1: Randomly generate \( N \) initial populations \( p_{i,j}, \ j = 1, \ldots, N \), these populations contains information of networks hidden layer neurons center \( c_{i,j} \) and width \( \sigma_{i,j} \), and set all \( \text{flag}_j = 0, \ j = 1, \ldots, N \).

Step 2: Adopt Moore-Penrose generalized inverse theory to calculate every populations \( H_{i,j} \), here \( i \) means the ith generation, \( j \) means the jth population. According to formula (5) and (6), calculate every populations output layer’s linked weight matrix \( W_{i,j} \). Then, use populations’ Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as fitness function \( \text{val}(i, j) \);

Step 4: Calculate the difference between same (jth) population’s adjacent (ith) two generations’ fitness.
\[\Delta \text{val}(i+1, j) = \text{val}(i+1, j) - \text{val}(i, j)\]

Step 5: If \( \Delta \text{val}(i+1, j) < Ts1 \), then, \( \text{flag}_j = \text{flag}_j + 1 \), goto Step 6; If not, use traditional GA algorithm, except the optimal population in the ith generation, all rest populations perform crossover, mutation, and so generate new generation \( p_{i+1,j} \), and goto step 2; If exceed traditional single GA iteration maximum, goto Step 12;

Step 6: If jth populations’ \( \text{flag}_j \geq Ts2 \), then \( r = r + 1, Ts_j = Ts_j + 1, m = m + 1 \);

Step 7: If exist \( Ts_j \geq 2 \), it means a population has been reserved in former reboot process, and it will be reserved in this reboot process again, goto Step 11;

Step 8: If \( m \geq Rmax \), it means max iteration time is exceed, goto Step 11;
Step 9: Reboot algorithm, only populations whose $flag_j \geq 1$ will be reserved, randomly generate new population, and all new generated populations’ $flag_j = 0$; goto step 2;
Step 10: Warning, goto Step 12;
Step 11: Output optimal population $P_{op}$, set optimal $c_{op}$ and $\sigma_{op}$, then, use Adopt Moore-Penrose generalized inverse theory to calculate optimal $W_{op}$; Set optimal ELM-RBF by $c_{op}, \sigma_{op}, W_{op}$;
Step 12: Over.

Algorithm workflow is shown as Figure 1. During its evaluation, this algorithm calculates and reserve population with best fitness in each generation, then, in order to keep population diversity and avoid premature convergence of traditional genetic algorithm, it utilize a new reboot strategy, randomly re-generate new populations when the best population is reserved. As a result, its ability to escape from local optimum is enhanced and the global search ability of the ELM-RBF algorithm is strengthened.
4. Experiments Data

**Test 1.** We used the literature’s[5] method to test recognition performance of proposed algorithm, we adopted test data from UCI Machine Learning Repository[29], worked by two pattern classification benchmark problems, Diabetes and Iris, calculate
its Learning Set Accuracy (LSA), Test set Accuracy (TSA), Standard Deviation (SD), and see the experimental datum in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparisons of ELM-RBF-uGA and ELM-RBF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Diabetes</th>
<th>Iris</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSA/SD</td>
<td>TSA/SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM-RBF-uGA</td>
<td>0.7512/0.0098</td>
<td>0.8211/0.0187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM-RBF</td>
<td>0.7163/0.0156</td>
<td>0.7052/0.0310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, our experiment’s important parameters of ELM-RBF-uGA listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Populations</th>
<th>Ts1</th>
<th>Ts2</th>
<th>Max iteration</th>
<th>Reboot times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing result of simulated experiment data, we can see, no matter to learning dataset or test dataset, the accuracy and standard deviation of ELM-RBF-uGA is smaller than traditional ELM-RBF, so it is obviously that ELM-RBF-uGA has better recognition performance of object classification than traditional ELM-RBF.

**Test 2.** To test the prediction accuracy of proposed algorithm, we adopted the sunspots model prediction standard. This data set contains 307 groups of data, and we selected 199 data as input. In order to prove the prediction effect, we introduce the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).

\[
MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{A_i - F_i}{A_i} \right|
\]

Where \( A_i \) is the actual value and \( F_i \) is the forecast value.

![Figure 2. MAPE of Two Algorithms in Different Iterations](image)

From Figure 2 we can see, data of ELM-RBF-uGA show better performance than
data of ELM-RBF, so the prediction accuracy of proposed algorithm is better than classical ELM-RBF.

To further summarizes the prediction performance of proposed algorithm. It is clear that the performance prediction of proposed algorithm is better than ELM-RBF. Figure 3 presents the prediction results of sunspots data by these two algorithms.

It is obviously that data of ELM-RBF-uGA is much closer to Source data than data of ELM-RBF, so, it has better prediction performance than that.

The reason is that our optimization strategy plays a role, it is better than traditional ELM-RBF whose hidden layer neurons is randomly generated. But, it should be noted that ELM-RBF-uGA has much larger amount computation than traditional ELM-RBF.

Figure 3. Data of Several Algorithms Prediction

5. Conclusion

This paper intends to adopt real-uGA to improve the generalization ability of RBF-ELM network, hope this new algorithm has merits of all three classical algorithms. The experiments data prove that, compared to traditional ELM-RBF, ELM-RBF-uGA shows stronger ability in recognition and prediction.
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